GPS Monitoring Device Acknowledgement and Agreement Form

I ___________________________ (Print name) understand a GPS Monitoring device has been placed in each Department of Recreational Services Vehicle. The device tracks data which includes: location/routes, speed, mileage, distance, stop time, and stop duration on each of our 10 Department Vehicles. The device will also track erratic driving behavior which includes: harsh braking, harsh cornering, possible accident, and no seatbelt while the vehicle is in motion of 6 mph or more.

This technology will allow for proper use of vehicles, safe driving practices, and reduce risk of liability. The Driver Penalty System will be addressed on three major levels: Minor Infraction: Formal Written Warning, Intermediate Infraction: 30-day suspension and re-take the driver follow-up part of the certification procedure, Major Infraction: 1-year suspension and re-take the defensive driving course and the driver follow-up part of the certification process.

Listed below are a few of the major infractions that would come with a 1-year suspension:

- Traveling 15 mph over the posted speed limit for a significant amount of time (30 seconds or more)
- Traveling 20 mph over the posted speed limit at any time during the trip
- Traveling at 85 mph or more at any time during the trip
- At fault for a Vehicular Collision
- Personally responsible for any traffic citation while in operation of a department vehicle
- Operating a vehicle with possession/consumption of alcohol
- Operating a vehicle with consumption of tobacco products

I certify that I understand the capabilities/purpose of the GPS device and agree to adhere to the policies and consequences associated.

Signature: ___________________________ Date: ___________________________